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I Introduction
It is well known that the representation theory of Lie groups has now been established as
an invaluable tool in modern physics, especially in those fields where the symmetry plays
an important role, such as atomic, molecular, nuclear, particle, solid physics and so on.
The complex semisimple Lie algebras were classified completely by Cartan [1] in his
thesis of 1894. Cartan identified four great classes of Lie algebras, often referred to as the
classical Lie algebras, An, Bn, Cn and Dn, and five exceptional Lie algebras G2, F4, E6, E7
and E8, where the subscripted integers are the ranks of the respective algebras. Now the
traditional representation theory of Lie algebra, developed by Cartan, Weyl [2], Chevalley
[3] and many others, may be found in the numerous standard mathematical textbooks
(for example, Refs. [4, 5]), in which for Lie algebras there are two kinds of bases of very
usefulness: the Cartan-Weyl basis and the Chevalley basis.
From the point of view of practical applications to physics, it has been proved convenient
to have explicit bases for Lie algebras in terms of some physical group chains. For example,
in order to classify the states of electrons in the atomic f -shell according to the chain
SO(7) ⊃ G2 ⊃ SO(3), Racah [6] found first that it is possible to build tensor bases of SO(7)
and G2 by use of the irreducible tensor operators v
k
q of rank k of the three dimensional
rotation group SO(3). We now call the kind of tensor operator realization of Lie algebra
the irreducible tensor basis of Lie algebra. Later, this idea of Racah was extended to
classical Lie algebras [7, 8], exceptional Lie algebras F4 [9, 10, 11], E6 [11, 12] and E7
[11] by considering the chains of these algebras ending at an SO(3) algebra, and to F4
[13] and E6 [12] by the chains of these algebras ending at the direct product of two SO(3)
algebras so that the irreducible tensor bases of F4 and E6 are made up of SO(3) ⊗ SO(3)
irreducible tensor operators vk1 k2q1 q2 of rank (k1k2). Furthermore, based upon the irreducible
tensor bases, the structural zero of certain 6j-coefficients of exceptional Lie algebras has
been explained in Racah’s spirit. However the relationship between the irreducible tensor
basis and the standard Cartan-Weyl basis is not revealed, and the explicit commutation
relations satisfied by the irreducible tensor bases of these algebras are not given, which are
very important for the problems of irreducible representations.
In practice the irreducible tensor bases of Lie algebras may be realized by the other
approaches. The alternative useful realization is based upon a chain of the algebra G under
consideration ending at a direct product of several SO(3) algebras, i.e., G ⊃ SO(3) ⊗ SO(3)
⊗ ... ⊗ SO(3). Initially, for the classical Lie algebras of rank 2 such as A2, B2, C2 and D2,
their irreducible tensor bases have been build by many authors according to the chains A2 ⊃
SO(3) [15], B2 ⊃ SO(3) ⊗ SO(3) [16, 17, 18], C2 ⊃ SO(3) ⊗ SO(3) [19, 20] and D2 ⊃ SO(3)
⊗ SO(3) [21] respectively. Later, the irreducible tensor bases of the classical Lie algebras
An, Bn, Cn and Dn of arbitrary rank n have been obtained systematically from their
respective Cartan-Weyl bases by Sun and Han [22], and the explicit commutation relations
of the irreducible tensor bases have been given as well. Clearly, the type of irreducible
tensor basis of G, different from Racah’s type, are made up of mutually commuting scalar
operators, mutually commuting angular momentum operators and multi-fold irreducible
2
tensor operators of half-odd integral ranks. The purpose of the present paper is to generalize
the method applied in [22] to construct the irreducible tensor bases of five exceptional Lie
algebras. Owing to the fact that the exceptional Lie algebras F4, E6, E7 and E8 contain the
classical Lie algebras B4, A5, A7 and D8 as subalgebras respectively, therefore, this work
constructing the irreducible tensor bases of F4, E6, E7 and E8 is to group their remaining
generators corresponding to the extra roots by the similar approach used in [22] to yield
the extra scalar operators, angular momentum operators and multi-fold irreducible tensor
operators. In this paper, only the irreducible tensor bases of G2, F4 and E6 are constructed,
whereas those of E7 and E8 will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
This paper is arranged as follows. In Section II, the basic definitions to be employed such
as angular momentum operator, scalar operator and (multi-fold) irreducible tensor operator
and the notation of Cartan-Weyl basis of Lie algebra are reviewed briefly. In Sections III-V,
the irreducible tensor bases of G2, F4 and E6 are constructed respectively, and the explicit
commutation relations satisfied by the irreducible tensor bases are calculated also. A simple
conclusion is given in the final section.
II Definitions and notation
1) Angular momentum operator
J(1), J(2), ..., J(n) are n mutually commuting angular momentum operators, if they
satisfy
[J0(i) , J±1(i)] = ±J±1(i),
[J+1(i) , J−1(i)] = −J0(i);
[J(i) , J(j)] = 0, i 6= j,
(1)
where J+1(i), J0(i) and J−1(i) are the spherical components of the ith angular momentum
operator J(i), or, in mathematical language, are the infinitesimal generators of a SO(3)
group.
2) Scalar operator
A(1), A(2), ..., A(n) are n mutually commuting scalar operators, if they commute
amongst themselves and with all angular momentum operators, i.e.,
[J(i) , A(j)] = 0,
[A(i) , A(j)] = 0.
(2)
3) Irreducible tensor operator [23, 24, 25, 26]
Ur(i) is a irreducible tensor operator of rank r with respect to the ith angular mo-
mentum operator (or SO(3)), if its 2r + 1 components U rp (i), together with the angular
momentum operators, satisfy[
J0(i) , U
r
p (i)
]
= pU rp (i),[
J±1(i) , U rp (i)
]
= C±(rp)U rp±1(i);[
J(j) , U rp (i)
]
= 0, j 6= i,
(3)
3
where r may take nonnegative integers or half-odd integers and for a fixed r, the component
label p may take −r, −r + 1, ..., r, and
C±(rp) = ∓
√
1
2
(r ∓ p)(r ± p+ 1).
4) Multifold irreducible tensor operator
Ur1,...,rm(i1, ..., im) is a m-fold irreducible tensor operator of rank (r1, ..., rm) with
respect to SO(3) ⊗ SO(3) ⊗ ... ⊗ SO(3) (i.e., direct product of m SO(3) groups), if its
(2r1 + 1) × (2r2 + 1) ×...× (2rm + 1) components U r1,...,rmp1,...,pm(i1, ..., im), together with the
angular momentum operators, satisfy the following relations
[
J0(iα) , U
r1...rα...rm
p1...pα...pm
(i1...iα...im)
]
= pα U
r1...rα...rm
p1...pα...pm
(i1...iα...im),[
J±1(iα) , U r1...rα...rmp1...pα...pm(i1...iα...im)
]
= C±(rα pα)U r1... rα ... rmp1...pα±1...pm(i1...iα...im);[
J(iβ) , U
r1...rm
p1... pm
(i1, ..., im)
]
= 0, iβ 6= i1, iβ 6= i2, ..., iβ 6= im,
(4)
where
C±(rα pα) = ∓
√
1
2
(rα ∓ pα)(rα ± pα + 1).
Since a m-fold irreducible tensor operator is in fact a direct product of m mutually inde-
pendent irreducible tensor operators, so the restriction among ri’s in rank (r1, ..., rm) does
not exit so that, similar to the definition (3), any ri (i = 1, 2, ..., m) may take nonnegative
integers or half-odd integers and for a fixed ri, the corresponding component label pi may
take −ri, −ri + 1, ..., ri.
We see from the definitions (2)-(4) that only the concept of irreducible tensor operator
is basic, whereas a scalar operator is a special irreducible tensor operator of rank 0 and the
concept of multi-fold irreducible tensor operator is a natural extension of the definition of
irreducible tensor operator.
Notation: Let {H1, H2, ..., Hn; E±α, α ∈
∑+} be the Cartan-Weyl basis of some
exceptional Lie algebra of rank n [4, 23, 25], where
∑+ is its positive root system. In this
paper, we will use the simple notation, for example, when α = ei − ej , the corresponding
generators E±(ei−ej) are replaced by E±(i−j).
III The irreducible tensor basis of G2
In order to see clearly how to construct the irreducible tensor basis from the corresponding
Cartan-Weyl basis, let us begin with the simplest exceptional Lie algebra G2.
As is known, G2 has twelve nonnull roots [23, 25]
ei − ej, ±(ei + ej)∓ 2ek, 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ 3,
with the normalization constant K =
√
24.
4
In terms of the symmetries and identities satisfied by the structure constants [23, 25],
we take the structure constants of the Cartan-Weyl basis of G2 as
N61 = N64 = N42 = N15 =
1
2
√
1
2
, N61 =
√
1
6
.
Then we may let
J0(1) = 2
√
3H1,
J±1(1) = ∓ 2
√
3E±3;
J0(2) = 2H2,
J±1(2) = ∓ 2E±6,
and put U
1
2
3
2
p q (12) ≡ U p q(12) as
p\q 32 12 −12 −32
1
2 2
√
3E5 2
√
3E4 2
√
3E2 2
√
3E1
−12 −2
√
3E−1 2
√
3E−2 −2
√
3E−4 2
√
3E−5
The number of the above operators is 3+3+2×4 = 14, it is equal to the order of G2. Hence,
these operators form the irreducible tensor basis of G2. The root diagram corresponding
to the irreducible tensor basis of G2 is given in Figure 1.
It is easy to find that the irreducible tensor operator U
1
2
3
2 (12) and its Hermitian conju-
gate (U
1
2
3
2 (12))† satisfy the following relation
U−p−q(12) = (−)p+q U †p q(12).
By direct calculations, we can obtain the commutation relations satisfied by the irre-
ducible tensor basis of G2:
1) J(1) and J(2) are two mutually commuting angular momentum operators, and satisfy
the commutation relations (1).
2) U
1
2
3
2 (12) is a 2-fold irreducible tensor operator, hence it, together with J(1) and J(2),
satisfies the commutation relations (4).
3) The nonzero commutation relations between eight components U p q(12) (p = −12 , 12 ,
and q = −32 , −12 , 12 , 32) of U
1
2
3
2 (12) are given in coupled irreducible tensor forms, which are
more compact and symmetric than usual Lie bracket forms, as follows:
(
U
1
2
3
2 (12)U
1
2
3
2 (12)
)1 0
µ 0
=
√
9
2 Jµ(1),(
U
1
2
3
2 (12)U
1
2
3
2 (12)
)0 1
0µ
=
√
5
2 Jµ(2),
µ = −1, 0, 1.
(5)
Here (and afterwards) we have used the definition of coupled irreducible tensor operator,
[27] for example, for two 2-fold irreducible tensor operators Uk1l1(ij) and Uk2l2(ij), which
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correspond to the common angular momenta J(i) and J(j) (i.e., labels k1 and k2 corre-
spond to J(i), and labels l1 and l2 to J(j)), thus we may couple U
k1l1(ij) and Uk2l2(ij) to
produce a new 2-fold irreducible tensor operator indicated as (Uk1l1(ij)Uk2l2(ij))k l, whose
components are
(
Uk1l1(ij)Uk2 l2(ij)
)k l
pq
=
∑
p1 p2 q1 q2
〈k1 p1 k2 p2 | k p〉 〈l1 q1 l2 q2 | l q〉
×Uk1l1p1 q1(ij)Uk2l2p2 q2(ij),
(6)
where symbol 〈k1 p1 k2 p2 | k p〉 is the usual Clebsch-Gordon coefficient of SO(3), [24, 26] for
the given k1 and k2, k may take |k1−k2|, |k1−k2|+1, ..., k1+k2. Especially, if k1 = k2, and
when k takes 0, then (Uk1l1(ij)Uk2l2(ij))0 l is just a (1-fold) irreducible tensor operator of
rank l. If k1 = k2 and l1 = l2, and when k = l = 0, then (U
k1l1(ij)Uk2 l2(ij))00 is just a
scalar operator.
It is very obvious from the above commutation relations that the Cartan generators of
G2 in the scheme of irreducible tensor basis are {J0(1), J0(2)}.
IV The irreducible tensor basis of F4
It is known [23, 25] that F4 contains B4 as a subalgebra, hence, all nonnull roots of F4
include those of B4
±ei, ±ei ± ej , i < j, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4
and the extra roots
1
2
(±e1 ± e2 ± e3 ± e4).
For convenience, let
α = 12 {(e1 + e2)± (e3 + e4)},
β = 12 {(e1 + e2)± (e4 − e3)},
γ = 12 {(e2 − e1)± (e3 + e4)},
ǫ = 12 {(e2 − e1)± (e4 − e3)},
with
y1 = {(· · ·) + (· · ·)}, y2 = {(· · ·)− (· · ·)},
where y may take α, β, γ, ǫ.
The irreducible tensor basis of B4 has been given in Ref. [22]. Thus in terms of the
symmetries and identities satisfied by the structure constants [23, 25], we take the structure
constants of the Cartan-Weyl basis of F4 as
Nij = Nj, i−j = Ni−k, j+k = Ni+k, j−k = Nj+k, i−j = Nj−k, i−j = − 1
K
,
6
i < j < k ≤ 4; Nxy = Gxy
K
,
where Nij , Nj, i−j, ..., Nj−k, i−j are the structure constants of B4 and Gxy is given in Table
1.
Now we may let
J0(i
′) = K2 (Hi′ +Hi′1),
J±1(i′) = ± K√2E±(i′+i′1);
J0(i
′
1) =
K
2 (−Hi′ +Hi′1),
J±1(i′1) = ± K√2E±(−i′+i′1),
i′ = 1, 3, i′1 = i
′ + 1,
and put U
1
2
1
2
p q (ij) ≡ Up q(ij) as
p\q 12 −12
1
2 − K√2Ei′1
K√
2
Ei′
−12 K√2E−i′
K√
2
E−i′
1
for i j = i′ i′1, or
p\q 12 −12
1
2 − K√2Ey1
K√
2
Ey2
−12 K√2E−y2
K√
2
E−y1
for i j 6= i′ i′1, where
i j =


1 3, when y = α;
1 4, when y = β;
2 3, when y = γ;
2 4, when y = ǫ,
and put U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
p q p′ q′(1234) ≡ Up q p′ q′(1234) as
p q\p′ q′ 12 12 12 − 12 −12 12 −12 − 12
1
2
1
2 − K√2E2+4
K√
2
E2+3 − K√2E2−3 −
K√
2
E2−4
1
2 − 12 K√2E1+4 −
K√
2
E1+3
K√
2
E1−3 K√2E1−4
−12 12 K√2E−1+4 −
K√
2
E−1+3 K√2E−1−3
K√
2
E−1−4
−12 − 12 K√2E−2+4 −
K√
2
E−2+3 K√2E−2−3
K√
2
E−2−4
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It is easy to get
U−p−q(ij) = (−)p+q U †p q(ij),
U−p−q−p′ −q′(1234) = (−)1+p+q+p′+q′ U †p q p′ q′(1234).
The number of the above operators is 3× 4 + 4× 2 + 4× 4 + 16 = 52, it is equal to the
order of F4. Hence, these operators form the irreducible tensor basis of F4.
By direct calculations, we can obtain the commutation relations satisfied by the irre-
ducible tensor basis of F4:
1) J(1), J(2), J(3) and J(4) are the mutually commuting angular momentum operators,
and satisfy the commutation relations (1).
2) U
1
2
1
2 (ij) (i = 1, 2; j = 3, 4) are the 2-fold irreducible tensor operators, hence they,
together with J(i) and J(j), satisfy the commutation relations (4).
3) U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (1234) is a 4-fold irreducible tensor operator, hence it, together with J(1),
J(2), J(3) and J(4), satisfies the commutation relations (4).
4) The nonzero commutation relations satisfied by the components of U
1
2
1
2 (ij) and
U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (ijkl) read:
[Up q(12), Up′ q′(34) ] =
√
1
2 Up q p′ q′(1234),
[Up q(13), Up′ q′(24) ] = −
√
1
2 Up p′ q q′(1234),
[Up q(14), Up′ q′(23) ] = −
√
1
2 Up p′ q′ q(1234);(
U
1
2
1
2 (ij)U
1
2
1
2 (ij)
)10
µ0
= −12Jµ(i),(
U
1
2
1
2 (ij)U
1
2
1
2 (ij)
)01
0µ
= −12Jµ(j), µ = −1, 0, 1,{
U
1
2
1
2 (ij)U
1
2
1
2 (jk)
} 1
2
0 1
2
p 0 q
= (−)x+1
√
1
2 U
1
2
1
2
p q (ik),
x = min(i, j, k);[
U
1
2
1
2 (ij)U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (ijkl)
]00 1
2
1
2
00 p q
= −√2U
1
2
1
2
p q (kl),[
U
1
2
1
2 (ik)U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (ijkl)
]0 1
2
0 1
2
0 p 0q
= (−) i+1√2U
1
2
1
2
p q (jl);(
U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (ijkl)U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (ijkl)
)1000
µ000
= −Jµ(i),(
U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (ijkl)U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (ijkl)
)0100
0µ00
= −Jµ(j),(
U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (ijkl)U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (ijkl)
)0010
00µ0
= −Jµ(k),(
U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (ijkl)U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (ijkl)
)0001
000µ
= −Jµ(l).
(7)
Here we have used the following two convenient notations
{Xη1 Yη2}ηζ ≡ (Xη1Yη2)ηζ + (Yη2Xη1)ηζ ,
[Xη1 Yη2 ]ηζ ≡ (Xη1Yη2)ηζ − (Yη2Xη1)ηζ ,
(8)
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where (Xη1Yη2)ηζ is a coupled irreducible tensor operator of rank η (see Eq. (6)) build from
two irreducible tensor operators X of rank η1 and Y of rank η2. We note that the former
three commutation relations in Eq. (7) are written in the usual Lie bracket forms since the
two irreducible tensor operators in Lie brackets do not correspond to the common angular
momentum.
We can find easily from the above commutation relations that the Cartan generators of
F4 in the irreducible tensor basis are {J0(1), J0(2), J0(3), J0(4)}.
V The irreducible tensor basis of E6
It is known [23, 25] that E6 contains A5 as a subalgebra, hence, all nonnull roots of E6
include those of A5
ei − ej , i 6= j, i, j = 1, 2, ..., 6,
and the extra roots
±
√
2 e7,
1
2
(±e1 ± e2 ± e3 ± e4 ± e5 ± e6)± 1√
2
e7,
where three positive sign and three negative sign are taken in the above parentheses. The
normalization constant of root vectors is K =
√
144.
For convenience, let
α = 12 {(e1 + e2 − e3 − e4)± (e6 − e5)±
√
2 e7},
β = 12 {(e1 + e2 − e5 − e6)± (e4 − e3)±
√
2 e7},
ǫ = 12 {(e3 + e4 − e5 − e6)± (e2 − e1)±
√
2 e7},
λ = 12 {±(e2 − e1)± (e4 − e3)± (e6 − e5)±
√
2 e7},
with
y1 = {(· · ·) + (· · ·) + (· · ·)}, y2 = {(· · ·) + (· · ·)− (· · ·)},
y3 = {(· · ·)− (· · ·) + (· · ·)}, y4 = {(· · ·)− (· · ·)− (· · ·)};
x1 = {+(· · ·) + (· · ·) + (· · ·) + (· · ·)}, x2 = {+(· · ·) + (· · ·) + (· · ·)− (· · ·)},
x3 = {+(· · ·) + (· · ·)− (· · ·) + (· · ·)}, x4 = {+(· · ·) + (· · ·)− (· · ·)− (· · ·)},
x5 = {+(· · ·)− (· · ·) + (· · ·) + (· · ·)}, x6 = {+(· · ·)− (· · ·) + (· · ·)− (· · ·)},
x7 = {+(· · ·)− (· · ·)− (· · ·) + (· · ·)}, x8 = {+(· · ·)− (· · ·)− (· · ·)− (· · ·)},
where y = α, β, ǫ and x = λ.
The irreducible tensor basis of A5 has been given in Ref. [22]. Thus in terms of the
symmetries and identities satisfied by the structure constants [23, 25], we take the structure
constants of the Cartan-Weyl basis of E6 as
Ni−j, j−k =
1
K
, i < j < k ≤ 6; Nxy = Sxy
K
,
where Ni−j, j−k is the structure constant of A5 and Sxy is given in Table 2.
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Now we may let
J0(i1) =
K
2 (−Hi +Hi1),
J±1(i1) = ± K√2 E±(−i+i1),
i1 = i+ 1, i = 1, 3, 5;
A(i) = K(Hi +Hi1),∑
i
A(i) = 0;
J0(8) =
K√
2
H7,
J±1(8) = ± K√2 E±7,
where E±7 are the generators corresponding to the roots ±
√
2 e
7
, and put V
1
2
1
2
1 p−1 q (i i1 j j1)
≡ V p q(i1 j1) and W
1
2
1
2
−1 p 1 q (i i1 j j1) ≡ W p q(i1 j1) as
p\q 12 −12
V p q(i1 j1)
1
2 − K√2E+i1−j −
K√
2
E+i1−j1
−12 K√2E+i−j
K√
2
E+i−j1
W p q(i1 j1)
1
2
K√
2
E−i+j1 − K√2E−i+j
−12 K√2E−i1+j1 −
K√
2
E−i1+j
where i, j = 1, 3, 5, i < j, i1 = i+ 1, j1 = j + 1,
V p q(1638) and W p q(1638) as
p\q 12 −12
V p q(1638)
1
2 − K√2Eα1 −
K√
2
Eα2
−12 K√2Eα3
K√
2
Eα4
W p q(1638)
1
2
K√
2
E−α4 − K√2E−α3
−12 K√2E−α2 −
K√
2
E−α1
V p q(1458) and W p q(1458) as
p\q 12 −12
V p q(1458)
1
2
K√
2
Eβ1
K√
2
Eβ2
−12 − K√2Eβ3 −
K√
2
Eβ4
W p q(1458)
1
2 − K√2E−β4
K√
2
E−β3
−12 − K√2E−β2
K√
2
E−β1
V p q(3258) and W p q(3258) as
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p\q 12 −12
V p q(3258)
1
2 − K√2Eǫ1
K√
2
Eǫ3
−12 − K√2Eǫ2
K√
2
Eǫ4
W p q(3258)
1
2
K√
2
E−ǫ4
K√
2
E−ǫ2
−12 − K√2E−ǫ3 −
K√
2
E−ǫ1
U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
p q p′ q′(2468) ≡ Up q p′ q′(2468) as
p q\p′ q′ 12 12 12 − 12 −12 12 −12 − 12
1
2
1
2 − K√2Eλ1
K√
2
Eλ2 − K√2Eλ3 −
K√
2
Eλ4
1
2 − 12 K√2Eλ5 −
K√
2
Eλ6
K√
2
Eλ7
K√
2
Eλ8
−12 12 K√2E−λ8 −
K√
2
E−λ7
K√
2
E−λ6
K√
2
E−λ5
−12 − 12 K√2E−λ4 −
K√
2
E−λ3
K√
2
E−λ2
K√
2
E−λ1
The number of the above operators is 3 × 3 + 2 + 3 + 6 × 8 + 16 = 78, it is equal to the
order of E6. Hence, these operators form the irreducible tensor basis of E6.
It is not difficult to find
V−p−q = (−)1+p+q W †p q,
W−p−q = (−)1+p+q V †p q;
U−p−q−p′−q′ = (−)1+p+q+p′+q′ U †p q p′ q′ .
By direct calculations, we can obtain the commutation relations satisfied by the irre-
ducible tensor basis of E6:
1) J(2), J(4), J(6) and J(8) are the mutually commuting angular momentum operators,
and satisfy commutation relations (1).
2) A(1), A(3) and A(5) (only two of them are independent) are the mutually commut-
ing scalar operators, hence they, together with J(1), J(3) and J(5), satisfy commutation
relations (2).
3) Both V
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1) and W
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1) are the 2-fold irreducible tensor operators,
hence they, together with J(j1) and J(l1), satisfy commutation relations (4).
4) The nonzero commutation relations satisfied by sixty-four components ofV
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1)
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and W
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1) and two scalar operators are
[A(i), V p q(i j1 k l1)] = V p q(i j1 k l1),
[A(i), W p q(i j1 k l1)] = −W p q(i j1 k l1),
[A(k), V p q(i j1 k l1)] = −V p q(i j1 k l1),
[A(k), Wp q(i j1 k l1)] =W p q(i j1 k l1);[
V
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1)W
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1)
] 1 0
0µ00
= Jµ(j1),[
V
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1)W
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1)
] 0 1
000µ
= Jµ(l1),
µ = −1, 0, 1;[
V
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1)W
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1)
] 0 0
0000
= 12 [A(i)−A(k)] ;{
V
1
2
1
2 (i1 j1)V
1
2
1
2 (j1 k1)
} 1
2
0 1
2
1 p 0 0−1 q
= V
1
2
1
2
p q (i1 k1),{
W
1
2
1
2 (i1 j1)W
1
2
1
2 (j1 k1)
} 1
2
0 1
2
−1 p 0 0 1 q
=W
1
2
1
2
p q (i1 k1).
(9)
We can conclude from the former four equations in Eq. (9) that V
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1) raise and
lower the eigenvalues of A(i) and A(k) by 1 respectively, while W
1
2
1
2 (i j1 k l1) lower and
raise the eigenvalues of A(i) and A(k) by 1 respectively.
4) U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (2468) is a 4-fold irreducible tensor operator, hence it, together with J(2),
J(4), J(6) and J(8) satisfies the commutation relations (4). The nonzero commutation
relations between components of U
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 (2468) are the last four equations in Eq. (7).
5) The other nonzero commutation relations satisfied by these irreducible tensor oper-
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ators are
[V (1638), W (1458)] = −
√
1
2
W (3456), [W (1638), V (1458)] = +
√
1
2
V (3456),
[V (3456), W (1638)] = −
√
1
2
W (1458), [W (3456), V (1638)] = +
√
1
2
V (1458),
[V (3456), W (1458)] = +
√
1
2
W (1638), [W (3456), V (1458)] = −
√
1
2
V (1638);
[V (1638), W (3258)] = +
√
1
2
W (1256), [W (1638), V (3258)] = −
√
1
2
V (1256),
[V (1256), W (1638)] = +
√
1
2
W (3258), [W (1256), V (1638)] = −
√
1
2
V (3258),
[V (1256), W (3258)] = −
√
1
2
W (1458), [W (1256), V (3258)] = +
√
1
2
V (1458);
[V (1458), W (3258)] = −
√
1
2
W (1234), [W (1458), V (3258)] = +
√
1
2
V (1234),
[V (1234), W (1458)] = −
√
1
2
W (3258), [W (1234), V (1458)] = +
√
1
2
V (3258),
[V (1234), W (3258)] = +
√
1
2
W (1458), [W (1234), V (3258)] = −
√
1
2
V (1458);
[V (1234), W (1638)] = +
√
1
2
U(2468), [W (1234), V (1638)] = −
√
1
2
U(2468),
[V (1234), U(2468)] = −
√
1
2
V (1638), [W (1234), U(2468)] = +
√
1
2
W (1638),
[V (1638), U(2468)] = +
√
1
2
V (1234), [W (1638), U(2468)] = −
√
1
2
W (1234);
[V (1256), W (1458)] = +
√
1
2
U(2468), [W (1256), V (1458)] = −
√
1
2
U(2468),
[V (1256), U(2468)] = −
√
1
2
V (1458), [W (1256), U(2468)] = +
√
1
2
W (1458),
[V (1458), U(2468)] = +
√
1
2
V (1256), [W (1458), U(2468)] = −
√
1
2
W (1256);
[V (3456), W (3258)] = +
√
1
2
U(2468), [W (3456), V (3258)] = −
√
1
2
U(2468),
[V (3456), U(2468)] = −
√
1
2
V (3258), [W (3456), U(2468)] = +
√
1
2
W (3258),
[V (3258), U(2468)] = +
√
1
2
V (3456), [W (3258), U(2468)] = −
√
1
2
W (3456).
(10)
In Eq. (10), we have utilized the simple expressions, for example,
[V (1638), W (1458)] = −
√
1
2
W (3456)
means [
V
1
2
1
2
q q′ (1638), W
1
2
1
2
p−q′(1458)
]
= −(2q′)
√
1
2
W
1
2
1
2
p q (3456),
and so forth.
We can also find from the above commutation relations that the Cartan generators of
E6 in the irreducible tensor basis are {A(1), A(3), J0(2), J0(4), J0(6), J0(8)}.
VI Conclusions
In this paper, we obtain the irreducible tensor bases of exceptional Lie algebras G2, F4
and E6 by grouping their Cartan-Weyl bases according to the respective chains G2 ⊃
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SO(3) ⊗ SO(3), F4 ⊃ SO(3) ⊗ SO(3) ⊗ SO(3) ⊗ SO(3) and E6 ⊃ SO(3) ⊗ SO(3) ⊗
SO(3) ⊗ SO(3). The irreducible tensor basis of G2 is made up of two mutually commuting
angular momentum operators and one 2-fold irreducible tensor operator of rank (12
3
2). The
irreducible tensor basis of F4 is made up of four mutually commuting angular momentum
operators, six 2-fold irreducible tensor operators of rank (12
1
2 ) and one 4-fold irreducible
tensor operator of rank (12
1
2
1
2
1
2). The irreducible tensor basis of E6 is made up of two
independent and mutually commuting scalar operators, four mutually commuting angular
momentum operators, twelve 2-fold irreducible tensor operators of rank (12
1
2) and one 4-fold
irreducible tensor operator of rank (12
1
2
1
2
1
2). However, it is worth reminding readers to note
that, in the process of constructing the angular momentum operators and the (multi-fold)
irreducible tensor operators within the irreducible tensor basis, the structure constants of
the Cartan-Weyl basis can not be taken arbitrarily even if they obey the symmetries and
identities [In the irreducible tensor bases of Racah’s type for some exceptional Lie algebras,
one or two free parameters exist. [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]] The explicit commutation relations
satisfied by the irreducible tensor bases of G2, F4 and E6 are gained as well respectively.
Thus, by means of the similar method used in Refs. [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] (especially, the
Wigner-Eckart theorem [24, 25, 26, 33]), the problems of irreducible representations of
exceptional Lie algebras may be solved. They are being studied. The irreducible tensor
bases of exceptional Lie algebras E7 and E8 will be discussed by considering the suitable
chains in a subsequent paper.
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Captions
TABLE 1 Gxy of F4
TABLE 2 Sxy of E6
FIGURE 1 The root diagram corresponding to the irreducible tensor basis of G2
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TABLE 1 Gxy of F4
x\y α2 −α2
α1 +1 +1
x\y β2 −β2
β1 +1 +1
x\y γ2 −γ2
γ1 +1 +1
x\y ǫ2 −ǫ2
ǫ1 +1 +1
x\y −β2 −β1
α1 +
√
1
2 −
√
1
2
α2 +
√
1
2 +
√
1
2
x\y −ǫ2 −ǫ1
γ1 −
√
1
2 +
√
1
2
γ2 −
√
1
2 −
√
1
2
x\y γ2 −γ1
α1 +
√
1
2 −
√
1
2
−α2 +
√
1
2 +
√
1
2
x\y ǫ2 −ǫ1
β1 +
√
1
2 −
√
1
2
−β2 +
√
1
2 +
√
1
2
x\y ǫ1 −ǫ1 ǫ2 −ǫ2
α1 +1 −1 +1 +1
−α2 +1 +1 +1 −1
x\y γ1 −γ1 γ2 −γ2
β1 +1 +1 −1 +1
−β1 +1 −1 −1 −1
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TABLE 2 Sxy of E6
x\y −α3 −α2
α1 +1 −1
α4 −1 +1
x\y −α3 −α1
β1 +1 +1
β3 +1 +1
x\y −α4 −α2
β2 +1 +1
β4 +1 +1
x\y −β3 −β2
β1 +1 −1
β4 −1 +1
x\y −ǫ3 −ǫ2
ǫ1 +1 −1
ǫ4 −1 +1
x\y −λ3 −λ2
λ1 −1 +1
λ4 +1 −1
x\y λ8 −λ5
λ1 +1 +1
−λ4 −1 −1
x\y λ7 −λ6
λ2 +1 +1
−λ3 −1 −1
x\y −λ7 −λ6
λ5 −1 +1
λ8 −1 +1
x\y −λ5 −λ1 λ4 λ8
α1 −1 −1 −1 +1
−α4 +1 −1 −1 −1
x\y −λ6 −λ2 λ3 λ7
α2 +1 +1 +1 −1
−α3 +1 −1 −1 −1
x\y −λ3 −λ1 λ6 λ8
β1 −1 +1 +1 −1
−β4 +1 +1 +1 +1
x\y −λ4 −λ2 λ5 λ7
β2 −1 −1 +1 +1
−β3 −1 +1 −1 +
x\y α2 α4 −β3 −β1
ǫ1 −1 +1 +1 −1
ǫ3 −1 +1 −1 +1
x\y α1 α3 −β4 −β2
ǫ2 +1 −1 +1 −1
ǫ4 +1 −1 −1 +1
x\y −λ7 −λ5 −λ3 −λ1
ǫ1 −1 +1 +1 −1
−ǫ4 −1 −1 −1 −1
x\y −λ8 −λ6 λ4 λ2
ǫ2 −1 −1 +1 +1
−ǫ3 +1 −1 +1 −1
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